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Abstract— This paper introduces a methodology for the costeffective detection of the activities of intruders within a bounded network geometry modelled with a graph. The developed methodology can be used to optimize the configuration of heterogenous sensory agents, including stationary and mobile sensors, for minimizing the expected intruder detection time and sensor deployment cost, while meeting the specified intruder detection probability requirement. Applicability of this methodology is illustrated with an example optimizing the deployment of sensor configurations to protect an illustrative complex network.



I. I NTRODUCTION Sensor network solutions for intrusion detection are under active development [1–4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16] as the associated deliverables are playing important roles in various domains including the war against terrorism. Besides conducting preemptive measures, it is also essential to implement monitoring measures for the protection of the public, first responders, critical infrastructures, and the environment in general. For maximal disruption, terrorist attacks may involve the delivery of chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) weapons within geographical areas of high population density, such as urban regions. Attacks may also involve cyber intrusions into critical communication networks with the purpose of degrading or shutting down network operations. To effectively tackle associated challenges, efforts are needed to not only improve sensor performance, but also deploy “systems” solutions derived using systematic methods. Protecting critical infrastructure and the population of metropolitan areas is recognized as a significant technological challenge due to the sheer size, sensor constraints, and operational network support requirements imposed to obtain adequate coverage performance. The consented solutions usually involve the use of sensor networks technology in which multiple sensors are deployed to monitor, detect, track, and communicate measurements to data sinks (e.g., central command centers). While significant recent efforts have been directed to the development of sensor technologies for intrusion detection and protection (e.g., advanced bio, chem, and radiation detectors), the current approach is highly sensor-centric, lacking on providing adequate attention to this problem from a holistic, system-wide perspective. Traditional solutions are often based on ad hoc decisions that do not exploit the known dynamics existing among system components,



usually leading into over-instrumentation in hope of compensating for considerable uncertainty regarding the intrusions. Sensor-centric solutions may lead to costly (or even unfeasible) implementations, without necessarily improving effectiveness. By developing analysis and implementation technologies from a system-wide viewpoint (with attention to sensor issues), the state of the art for intrusion detection is significantly improved by suggesting solutions that better balance technological capabilities with risk and feasibility considerations, while meeting the desired intrusion detection requirements. To this end, we develop a methodology for intrusion detection that encodes optimized detection capabilities on the activities of intruders within a bounded geometry modeled with a graph. Deployment of heterogeneous sensory agents such as stationary, fixed-path mobile, and random-path mobile sensors are subject to optimization. The optimization objective is to minimize the expected intruder detection time and deployment cost simultaneously, while meeting the desired probability of intruder detection. To illustrate, we apply the developed methodology to suggest optimal sensor configurations for protecting an arbitrary complex network. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the necessary preliminaries, describe the Sensor Selection Problem for Intruder Detection with Detection Probability guarantee (SSPID-DP), and claim that SSPID-DP is NP-hard. Section III describes a local optimality for this problem and provides an efficient heuristic for finding a sensor configuration that encodes the characterized local optimality. In Section IV, we apply the developed methodology to configure heterogeneous sensor networks for monitoring an illustrative complex network. Section V discusses related intrusion detection problems reported in literatures. Section VI concludes the paper with some remarks. II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION We model a network of concern as a directed graph G = (V, E). A path is defined as a sequence of the vertexes v1 v2 . . . vn where (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E. If v1 = vn , we call this path a cycle. Traveling time is a function over E: t(e) → R+ ∪ {0}; e ∈ E. We can extend the traveling function to the path: t(v1 v2 v3 . . . vn ) = t[(v1 , v2 )] + . . . + t[(vn−1 , vn )].



The graph G is extended by introducing the two auxiliary vertexes vs and vd . vs connects to Vs ⊆ V with zero travel time. On the other hand, Vd ⊆ V connects to vd with zero travel time. We may see vs as an imaginary vertex that connects to the possible entrance vertexes Vs for the intruder. Likewise, vd is an artificial vertex that is connected from the possible intrusion targets Vd . Intruder: An intruder x is a mobile agent whose objective is to reach the destination vertex vd from the source vertex vs by forming a path from vs to vd with a given traveling strategy. Sensory agents: Sensory agents generate detection events whenever they detect the intruder passing by. We consider the three types of sensors described below: • Stationary sensors As := {s1 , . . . , sp }: These sensors can be installed at any vertex except vs and vd . Vertexes vs and vd are excluded as these are introduced artificially to give a single source and destination to the paths of the intruder. • Fixed-path mobile sensors Af := {f1 , . . . , fq }: These sensory agents travel the graph G by following specified cycles. • Random-path mobile sensors Ar := {r1 , r2 , . . .}: These sensory agents travel the graph G randomly. These may model mobile sensory agents whose paths are not specified and mobilities cannot be controlled. We do not bound the number of random-path mobile sensors as the number of possible random paths is not bounded. For brevity, we combine stationary and fixed-path mobile sensors and denote these by Ad := As ∪ Af . Sensory agents Ad = {d1 , . . . , dp+q } will be referred as deterministic-path sensors. The universe of sensor configuration is then U := 2Ad ∪Ar . Let us introduce the following random variables regarding the travel time of an intruder and the intruder detection time by sensory agents. • Tx ≥ 0: traveling time of the intruder x from vs to vd ; • Tdi ≥ 0: intruder detection time by deterministic-path sensor di ; • Tri ≥ 0: intruder detection time by random-path mobile sensor ri . For sensor configuration A ∈ U , let us denote TA := {Ta : a ∈ A}. Then, the intruder initial detection time for sensor configuration A ∈ U is IDT(A) := min(TA ). With IDT, we define the bounded intruder initial detection time of A, denoted by BIDT(A), as below.  IDT(A) if IDT(A) < Tx ; BIDT(A) := Tx o.w. The remaining traveling time of the intruder after the first detection event is RTT(A) := Tx − BIDT(A). The traveling strategies of random-path mobile sensors are assumed to be statistically independent and identical. Rigorously, the following two conditions hold for random variables representing intruder detection times by randompath mobile sensors.



1. (Identical joint probability distribution with respect to the deterministic-path sensors and the intruder) For all i, j ∈ N and I~ ⊆ Rp+q+2 , ~ P ((Tri , Td1 , . . . , Tdp+q , Tx ) ∈ I) ~ = P ((Trj , Td1 , . . . , Tdp+q , Tx ) ∈ I); 2. (Statistical independence) For i ∈ N, Ii ⊆ R and P (Tr1 ∈ I1 , Tr2 ∈ I2 , . . .) = Πi∈N P (Tri ∈ Ii ). The deployment cost function of sensors is ct : Ad ∪Ar → R+ ∪ {0}. The deployment cost of a sensor configuration A ∈ U is the summation of the P deployment cost of all sensors in the set. That is, ct(A) = s∈A ct(s). Optimization objective: The optimization objective is to maximize the remaining travel time while minimizing the deployment cost of sensor configuration with a constraint on detection probability. To this end, we introduce the following terms: Given A ∈ U , • pd (A): probability that at least one detection event from sensory agents in A occurs before the intruder reaches vd ; • E(RTT(A)): expected remaining travel time of the intruder to vd after the first detection event from sensory agents in A occurs; • E(BIDT(A)): expected bounded intruder detection time of A. The formal description of the optimization problem addressed in this paper is given below. Sensor Selection Problem for Intruder Detection with Detection Probability guarantee (SSPID-DP): Given 0 ≤ c, p∗ ≤ 1, find A∗ := arg max{c · E(RTT(A)) − (1 − c) · ct(A) : A ∈ U }, with the constraint pd (A∗ ) ≥ p∗ . Since RTT(A) = Tx − BIDT(A), we have E(RTT(A)) = E(Tx ) − E(BIDT(A)). Having this, with simple algebraic manipulations, the above optimization problem becomes A∗ := arg min{lbidt,ct (A, c) : A ∈ U, pd (A) ≥ p∗ },



(1)



where lbidt,ct (A, c) := c · E(BIDT(A)) + (1 − c) · ct(A). We refer lbidt,ct (A, c) as the loss function of A hereafter. Typically, increasing the number of sensors results in sooner intruder initial detection time and vice versa. Therefore, a tradeoff between E(BIDT(A)) and ct(A) exists. With the above formulation, we can show the following computational intractability. Theorem 1: SSPID-DP is NP-hard. Proof: The main technique of the proof is a polynomial transformation from VC to the decision problem of SSPID-DP. For this purpose, consider a non-directed graph GV C = (VV C , EV C ) where VV C = {v1 , . . . , vn }. Now consider a directed, weighted graph GSSP ID−DP = (VSSP ID−DP , ESSP ID−DP ) where VSSP ID−DP = {vs , vd } ∪ VV C . The following rules define the edge set ESSP ID−DP and the associated traveling time.



If vi ∈ VV C , then (vs , vi ) ∈ ESSP ID−DP and t(vs , vi ) = 0; • If (vi , vj ) ∈ EV C , then (vj , vi ), (vi , vj ) ∈ ESSP ID−DP and t(vi , vj ) = t(vj , vi ) = 0; • If vi ∈ VV C , then (vi , vd ) ∈ ESSP ID−DP and t(vi , vd ) = 0. Note that, given GV C , we can construct GSSP ID−DP in polynomial-time. Let us set p∗ = 1 and only consider stationary sensors that can be placed at vertexes in VV C . The deployment cost of each stationary sensor is assumed to be 1. We also assume that stationary sensors generate detection events whenever the intruder passes vertexes where stationary sensors are placed. Then, SSPID-DP becomes •
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that this scheme does not conduct sampling iteratively and optimizes the sensor configuration with only one batch of samplings. To this end, we conduct samplings with the A*
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A := arg min{lbidt,ct (A, c) : A ⊆ VV C , pd (A) = 1}, where 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. By setting c = 0, we have



Fig. 2.
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A := arg min{|A| : A ⊆ VV C , pd (A) = 1}. Further, we assume that the objective of the intruder is to travel from vs to vd while passing three distinct vertexes in VV C . The decision version of the above SSPID-DP is to answer, given a nonnegative integer K if there is a set of stationary sensors placed at A of size K or less for GSSP ID−DP that satisfies pd (A) = 1. Let vs v1 v2 v3 vd be a path of the intruder. For the intruder, the only way of not being detected by sensors before it reaches vd is to choose edge (v1 , v2 ) ∈ ESSP ID−DP where v1 and v2 do not have sensors. Sensor at vertex v3 (if any) should not play any role in terms of detection probability for path vs v1 v2 v3 vd as the travel time of the intruder from v3 to vd is zero. Therefore, pd (A) = 1 if and only if, any given edge of ESSP ID−DP whose two vertexes belong to GV C , at least one of them must have sensor. Viewing sensors as members of vertex cover, solving the decision version of the above instance of SSPID-DP is equivalent to solving Vertex Cover problem. In turn, the decision version of SSPID-DP is NPhard. Since the decision version of SSPID-DP is NP-hard, SSPID-DP is NP-hard. III. P ROPOSED S OLUTION The NP-hardness of SSPID-DP suggests that we should rely on heuristics to minimize the loss function in (1). One can consider a simulation-based optimization procedure as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this scheme, a modification procedure adjusts sensor configurations to achieve a better performance. As adjustments occur, samples are recollected and the performance of the adjusted sensor configuration is evaluated. This iterative procedure stops when a certain set of criteria satisfies. In general, collecting samples is an expensive procedure (especially when simulations are used for collecting samples with nontrivial number of mobile agents). Therefore, it may not be desirable to use an optimization scheme requiring iterative sample collection as described in Fig. 1. Should iterative sampling procedures be avoided, we consider an optimization scheme described in Fig. 2. Note



following sensor configuration: A := Ad ∪ {r}. Note that we only use one random-path mobile sensor, denoted by r, for collecting samples. Assume that we collected the following data X := (x1 , . . . , xN ) where xk = (tkd1 , . . . , tkdp+q , tkr , tkx ).



(2)



Each element implies the following: k th • td : k realization of Tdi ; i k th • tr : k realization of Tr ; k th • tx : k realization of Tx . Our optimization algorithm adds sensors sequentially based upon the projected loss values of available sensors. To illustrate, let Asd ∪ {r1 , . . . , rnr } be the currently selected sensor set where Asd ⊆ Ad is the set of selected deterministic-path sensors and r1:nr := {r1 , . . . , rnr } is the set of statistically independent and identical randompath mobile sensors. Let us choose a sensor a ∈ (Ad ∪ {rnr +1 }) \ Asd and evaluate its projected performance. Note that a is either a random-path mobile sensor rnr +1 or a deterministic-path sensor that is not selected at present. Let us consider the set of n statistically independent imaginary sensors a1:n := {a1 , . . . , an } where, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and I~ ⊆ R|Asd |+nr +2 , =



~ P ((Tai , TAsd ∪r1:nr , Tx ) ∈ I) ~ P ((Ta , TAsd ∪r1:nr , Tx ) ∈ I),



and, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ii ⊆ R, P (Ta1 ∈ I1 , . . . , Tan ∈ In ) = Πni=1 P (Tai ∈ Ii ). We determine the projected loss of sensor a by computing l∗ := min{lbidt,ct (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr , c) : n ∈ N} with the constraint pd (a1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ p∗ . Intuitively, the projected loss value is the anticipated optimized loss value if we were to deploy statistically independent sensors with the same detection performance of a. The projected loss value lbidt,ct (a1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr , c) involves the following two terms: pd (a1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) and E(BIDT(a1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr )). In the



subsequent subsections, we present procedures for computing these two terms from samples X based upon A. Before we present these procedures, let us introduce the following notation for readability. • •



•



•



Msd (Tx ) := P [min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ]; intruder misdetection probability when Asd is deployed. Msd,a (Tx ) := P [min(TAsd ∪{a} ) ≥ Tx ] when a ∈ Ad ; intruder misdetection probability when Asd and a are deployed. CMr|sd (Tx ) := P [Tr ≥ Tx | min(TAsd )) ≥ Tx ]; assuming that Asd is deployed, conditional intruder misdetection probability of r given Asd fails to detect the intruder. CMr|sd,a (Tx ) := P [Tr ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ∪{a} ) ≥ Tx ] when a ∈ Ad ; assuming that Asd , a, and r are deployed, conditional intruder misdetection probability of r given Asd and a fail to detect the intruder.



Note that we can estimate the above four values from the set of samples X of A with simple sample counting procedures. Computation of pd (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ): First, we note that pd (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) = 1 − P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] and consider the two cases as below. (Case 1: a ∈ Ad ) P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] = P [min(Ta1:n ) ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] · P [min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] = P [Ta ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ]n



(Case 2: a = r) P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] = P [min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx , min(Tr1:nr +n ) ≥ Tx ] = P [Tr ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ]nr +n · P [min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ] = CMr|sd (Tx )nr +n · Msd (Tx ) Collectively, we have P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] ( nr n



{CMr|sd,a (Tx ) ·Msd,a (Tx )} {CMr|sd (Tx )nr ·Msd (Tx )}n−1 , CMr|sd (Tx )nr +n · Msd (Tx ),



=



a ∈ Ad ; a = r.



Property 1 below notes that the improvement of intruder detection probability decreases monotonically with respect to the number of imaginary sensors n and is bounded below by 0. Property 1: For all n ≥ 1, p(n) − p(n − 1) ≥ p(n + 1) − p(n) ≥ 0, where p(n) := pd (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ). Proof: In this proof, we omit the parameter Tx in CMr|sd,a (Tx ), Msd,a (Tx ), CMr|sd (Tx ), and Msd (Tx ), as it is not likely to cause confusion. First, it is clear that more deployment of sensors should increase the probability of intruder detection. Therefore, we have, for n ≥ 1, p(n) − p(n − 1) ≥ 0. To show, for all n ≥ 1, p(n) − p(n − 1) ≥ p(n + 1) − p(n), we consider the following two cases. (Case 1: a = r) nr +n−1 nr +n p(n) − p(n − 1) = (CMr|sd − CMr|sd ) · Msd .



Then, with 0 ≤ CMr|sd , Msd ≤ 1,



· P [min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] P [Ta ≥ Tx , min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ]n = P [min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ]n−1



=



[p(n) − p(n − 1)] − [p(n + 1) − p(n)] nr +n−1 nr +n+1 nr +n (CMr|sd + CMr|sd − 2 · CMr|sd ) · Msd



=



nr +n−1 2 CMr|sd (1 + CMr|sd − 2 · CMr|sd ) · Msd



We can derive the following for the numerator:



=



nr +n−1 CMr|sd (1 − CMr|sd )2 · Msd



≥



0



P [Ta ≥ Tx , min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] = P [min(Tr1:nr ) ≥ Tx , min(TAsd ∪{a} ) ≥ Tx ] = P [min(Tr1:nr ) ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ∪{a} ) ≥ Tx ] · Msd,a (Tx ) = P [Tr ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ∪{a} ) ≥ Tx ]nr · Msd,a (Tx ) = CMr|sd,a (Tx )nr · Msd,a (Tx ) Similarly, the denominator can be expressed as a function of CMr|sd (Tx ) and Msd (Tx ) as below: = = = =



P [min(TAsd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] P [min(Tr1:nr ) ≥ Tx , min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ] P [min(Tr1:nr ) ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ] · Msd (Tx ) P [Tr ≥ Tx | min(TAsd ) ≥ Tx ]nr · Msd (Tx ) CMr|sd (Tx )nr · Msd (Tx )



Therefore, we have



=



P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ Tx ] {CMr|sd,a(Tx )nr · Msd,a (Tx )}n {CMr|sd (Tx )nr · Msd (Tx )}n−1



(Case 2: a ∈ Ad ) Similar to Case 1, with 0 ≤ CMr|sd , Msd , CMr|sd,a , Msd,a ≤ 1, [p(n) − p(n − 1)] − [p(n + 1) − p(n)] =



n ·(n−1)



n−1 · Msd,a



n ·(n−2)



n−2 · Msd



r CMr|sd,a



r CMr|sd ≥ 0



1−



nr CMr|sd,a · Msd,a nr CMr|sd · Msd
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Computation of E(BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr )): Our optimization objective involves the computation of the expected bounded intruder detection time of the sensor configuration. Note that P [BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) ≥ t] = P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ t] ( {CMr|sd,a (t)nr ·Msd,a (t)}n a ∈ Ad ; {CMr|sd (t)nr ·Msd (t)}n−1 , = CMr|sd (t)nr +n · Msd (t), a = r.



Equipped with the above, we have E(BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr )) Z ∞ P [BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) ≥ t]dt 0 X (tk − tk−1 ) · P [BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) ≥ tk ].



= ≈



k



Since Msd (t), Msd,a (t), CMr|sd (t), and CMr|sd,a (t) are approximately computable from the samples X, we can compute E(BIDT(a1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr )) approximately as well. Similar to Property 1, we can show the the following property that the improvement of the expected intruder detection time decreases monotonically with respect to the number of imaginary sensors n and is bounded below by 0. Property 2: For all n ≥ 1, E(n − 1) − E(n) ≥ E(n) − E(n + 1) ≥ 0, where E(n) := E(BIDT(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr )). Proof: First, it is clear that more deployment of sensors should decrease the expected intruder detection time. Therefore, we have, for n ≥ 1, E(n − 1) − E(n) ≥ 0. For readability, let p(n, t) := 1 − P [min(Ta1:n ∪Asd ∪r1:nr ) ≥ t]. Then, E(n) =



Z



∞



(1 − p(n, t)) · dt. 0



With this, we have [E(n − 1) − E(n)] − [E(n) − E(n + 1)] Z ∞ = (2 · p(n, t) − p(n − 1, t) − p(n + 1, t)) · dt. 0



Following a similar procedure presented in the proof of Property 1, we can show that, for all t ≥ 0, 2 · p(n, t) − p(n − 1, t) − p(n + 1, t) ≥ 0. Therefore, we have [E(n−1)−E(n)]−[E(n)−E(n+1)] ≥ 0. Computation of ct(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ): The deployment cost of the configuration a1:n ∪ Asd ∪Pr1:nr is ct(a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) = n · ct(a) + nr · ct(r) + ct(Asd ). A. Searching for A∗



With the above computation procedures, we describe an optimization algorithm for (1). Algorithm 1 (SSPID-DP) is the main routine and calls a subroutine described in Algorithm 2 (Est-Los). The input arguments of Algorithm 1 denote the followings: • X: the set of samples based upon the sensor configuration A; ∗ • p : a specified minimum detection probability such that 0 ≤ p∗ ≤ 1; • c: a real constant such that 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. From line 11 to line 16 of SSPID-DP, each sensor remained in candidate sensors (Acandi) is projected to the



f∗ ← SSPID-DP(X, p∗ , c) Algorithm 1 A 1: Asd ← ∅; // currently selected deterministic-path sensors 2: nr ← 0; // # of currently selected random sensors 3: Asel ← ∅; // currently selected sensors 4: Acandi ← Ad ∪ {r}; // candidate sensor set 5: pold ← 0; // detection probability of previous step 6: lold ← ∞; // loss value of previous step 7: pcur ← ∅; // detection probability of current step 8: lcur ← ∅; // loss value of current step 9: loop 10: lproj ← ∞; // best projected loss value 11: for all a ∈ Acandi do 12: [lest , lsel , psel ] ← Est-Los(a, Asd , nr , X, p∗ , c); 13: if lest < lproj then 14: a∗ ← a; lproj ← lest ; lcur ← lsel ; pcur ← psel ; 15: end if 16: end for 17: if pold ≥ p∗ and lold < lcur then f∗ ← Asel ; 18: return A 19: else 20: if a∗ 6= r then 21: Asd ← Asd ∪ {a∗ }; Acandi ← Acandi \ {a∗ }; 22: else 23: nr ← nr + 1; 24: end if 25: Asel ← Asd ∪ {r1 , . . . , rnr }; lold ← lcur ; pold ← pcur ; 26: end if 27: end loop



optimal number (n∗a in Algorithm 2) minimizing the loss function with the constraint of detection probability. The sensor of the lowest projected loss function value (a∗ ) is then identified. Figure 3 describes typical functional shapes of cost, expected intruder detection time, intruder detection probability, and the associated loss function value with respect to the number of statically independent and identical imaginary sensory agents. Est-Los finds n∗a minimizing the loss function and meeting the detection probability constraint simultaneously. With Property 2 and the linear increase of deployment cost with respect to n, we can see that the loss function lbidt,ct (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr , c) is convex with respect to n. Therefore, we can find n∗a effectively via line-searching techniques [12]. With line 17, SSPID-DP determines if a∗ would be added to the solution (Asd ∪ {r1 , ..., rnr }). The identified sensor with the lowest projected loss function value is added to the solution if (i) the sensor configuration of the previous step does not meet the detection probability constraint (pold < p∗ ) or (ii) the loss value of the sensor configuration of the previous step is not lower than the loss function value with a∗ (lold ≥ lcur ). The condition (i) is to satisfy the detection probability constraint and the condition (2) is for lowering the loss function value. SSPID-DP adds the identified sensor



Algorithm 2 [lest , lsel , psel ] ← Est-Los(a, Asd , nr , X, p∗ , c) 1:



2:



3: 4: 5:



nmin ← min(n ∈ N : pd (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ) ≥ p∗ ); // a minimal number of statistically independent a to meet the intruder detection probability constraint n∗a ← arg min{lbidt,ct (a1:n ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr , c) : n ≥ nmin }; // optimal number of statistically independent a a minimizing the loss function while meeting the intruder detection probability constraint lest ← lbidt,ct (a1:n∗a ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr , c); // minimized projected loss function value lsel ← lbidt,ct ({a}∪Asd ∪r1:nr , c); // loss function value with {a} ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr psel ← pd ({a} ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr ); // intruder detection probability of {a} ∪ Asd ∪ r1:nr



With the above, let f∗ ∪ a1:n , c) : n ≥ nmin n∗a = arg min{lbidt,ct (A }, a



f∗ ∪ a1:n ) ≥ p∗ ). Since where nmin := min(n ∈ N : pd (A a ∗ ∗ f f∗ )∪{r}, nmin = 1. pd (A ) ≥ p , we have, for all a ∈ (Ad \A a Then, we have f∗ , c) ≥ lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪{a}, c) ≥ lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪a1:n∗ , c). lbidt,ct (A a From line 13 of Algorithm 1, we have a∗ such that



f∗ ∪ a1:n∗ ) ≥ lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ a∗ ∗ , c). lbidt,ct (A 1:n ∗ a a



Then, from the above two inequalities, we have



f∗ , c) ≥ lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ a∗1:n∗ , c). lbidt,ct (A ∗ a



f∗ is a returned configuration of Algorithm 1, A f∗ Since A should satisfy the both conditions given in line 17 of Algorithm 1. That is,



E(BIDT)



ct



(3)



f∗ ) ≥ p∗ and lbidt,ct (A f∗ , c) < lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ {a∗ }, c). pd (A



n detection probability



n



f∗ , c) < lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ {a∗ }, c) as We can rewrite lbidt,ct (A below: f∗ ))−E(BIDT(A f∗ ∪{a∗ })) } < (1−c)·ct(a∗ ). c·{ E(BIDT(A



c E(BIDT) + (1-c) ct



With Property 2 and the above inequality,
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n



f∗ ∪ a∗1:n−1 )) − E(BIDT(A f∗ ∪ a∗1:n )) E(BIDT(A ct(a∗ ) < . 1−c c Then, we have f∗ )) − E(BIDT(A f∗ ∪ a∗ ∗ )) E(BIDT(A 1:n ∗ a



Fig. 3.



Typical functional shapes of various terms in Est-Los



with the lowest loss function value iteratively while one of the two conditions described above holds. When these two conditions fail to hold, SSPID-DP returns the previous f∗ . We can establish sensor configuration as the solution A f∗ with the a local optimality of the returned solution A following two claims. f∗ ) ∪ {r}, Property 3: For all a ∈ (Ad \ A f∗ , c) < lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ {a}, c). lbidt,ct (A ∗ f Proof: For readability, let |A | = k. For the sake of f∗ )∪ contradiction, let us suppose that there exists a ∈ (Ad \ A {r} such that f∗ , c) ≥ lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ {a}, c). lbidt,ct (A



For this a, let us consider the set of n sensors a1:n := {a1 , . . . , an } satisfying the following two conditions. (1) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and I~ ⊆ Rk+2 , ~ = P ((Ta , T ˜∗ , Tx ) ∈ I). ~ P ((Tai , TA˜∗ , Tx ) ∈ I) A (2) For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ii ⊆ R, P (Ta1 ∈ I1 , . . . , Tan ∈ In ) = Πni=1 P (Tai ∈ Ii ).



1−c Consecutively, we have







n∗a∗ · ct(a∗ ) . c



f∗ , c) < lbidt,ct (A f∗ ∪ a∗1:n∗ , c). lbidt,ct (A ∗ a



This violates (3). f∗ is a local optimal solution to SSPID-DP Theorem 2: A f∗ ) ∪ {r} to in the sense that adding any sensor from (Ad \ A f∗ results in a higher loss function value. A Proof: With line 17 of Algorithm 1, when Algorithm f∗ , we have that pold ≥ p∗ and lold < lcur . Note 1 returns A f∗ ) = pold and lold = c · E(BIDT(A f∗ )) + (1 − c) · that pd (A ∗ f∗ ∗ ∗ f f ct(A ). Because pd (A ) ≥ p , A is a solution to SSPIDf∗ ) ∪ DP. With Property 3, we know that for all a ∈ (Ad \ A ∗ ∗ f f {r}, lbidt,ct (A , c) < lbidt,ct (A ∪ {a}, c). IV. A PPLICATIONS



Consider a network depicted in Fig. 4. This network includes 155 vertexes and 536 directed edges. Within this network, we give two critical target vertexes represented by squares in Fig. 4. As formulated in the previous sections, we consider three types of sensory agents: stationary, fixedpath mobile, and random-path mobile sensors. Each vertex can potentially host stationary sensor. That is, the candidate stationary sensor set is As := {s1 , . . . , s155 }. We consider 8 fixed-path mobile sensor candidates, denoted by Af :=



TABLE I



Network Vertex Network Link Target Fixed Mobile Track Path Fixed Mobile Track Path



S OME OPTIMIZATION RESULTS c 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.3 0.2



Fig. 4.



Network to defend



#s 38 35 32 23 17 9 3



#f 3 5 5 5 5 3 2



#r 0 0 0 14 23 32 36



˜∗ ) ct(A 158 150 138 116 101 74 52



˜∗ )) E(BIDT(A 59 69 88 121 147 200 262



˜∗ ) pd (A 0.962 0.961 0.961 0.954 0.956 0.96 0.951



random-path mobile sensors. Figure 7 shows the optimization result with c = 0.2. In this figure, 3 stationary, 2 fixed-path mobile, 36 random-path mobile sensors are deployed. The resulting configuration saves 106 deployment cost and lags 203 seconds in terms of the expected intruder detection time compared to the case with c = 0.7.



{f1 , . . . , f8 }. Figure 4 depicts those with thick lines and dotted, train-track like lines. The intruder x enters to the network from any perimeter vertex and travels to one of randomly selected target nodes. For the results presented in this paper below, we simulated the intruder with minimum traveling time path strategy. While running 1000 simulations with the configuration As ∪ Af ∪ {r}, we generated samples X = {x1 , . . . , x1000 }. Each sample takes a form described in Equation (2). Note that we use only one random-path mobile sensor for collecting the set of samples X. We omit the detailed description on the design of the simulation as it is beyond the scope of this paper. We used the following deployment cost values for sensors:



Stationary Fixed Path Mobile Random Path Mobile Intruder



∀si ∈ As , ct(si ) = 4, ∀fi ∈ Af , ct(fi ) = 2, and ct(r) = 1. Table I shows various optimized sensor configurations as the weight constant c changes. The threshold probability p∗ was set to 0.95. In Table I, #s, #f , and #r mean the number of deployed stationary, fixed-path mobile, and random-path mobile sensors, respectively. When we weigh the expected intruder detection time more by setting c close to 1, SSPID prefers to deploy perimeter stationary sensors because those are effective for reducing the intruder initial detection time. For instance, see Fig. 5, where c = 0.7. In Fig. 5, 38 stationary and 3 fixed-path mobile sensors are deployed. Being more sensitive to deployment cost by decreasing c, the SSPID tends to deploy more mobile sensors that are cheaper than stationary at the expense of delayed expected intruder detection time. Figure 6 shows the optimization result with c = 0.4. In this figure, 17 stationary, 5 fixed-path mobile, and 23 random-path mobile sensors are deployed. Compared to the case with c = 0.7, the deployment cost is reduced from 158 to 101 while the expected intruder detection time is increased from 59 seconds to 147 seconds. Further decrease of c results in the preference to



Fig. 5.



Optimization result with c = 0.7



V. R ELATED WORK We find that many related intruder detection problems and solutions are available from diverse disciplines and application domains. We list some of most relevant work below. • Victor Klee introduced the art gallery problem in 1973 in a discussion with Vasek Chvatal. Art gallery problem and its variations [7, 9, 13, 14] deal with setting a minimal number of vertex guards in a gallery hall of a complex polygonal shape to secure the visibility of every point in the hall. Objective of these approaches are to secure deterministic visual coverage on areas of interest. Main difference of our approach from art gallery type optimization problems is that the nature of our optimization problem is stochastic. • Intrusion-detection expert system in the context of [5] and its variations are to detect break-ins, penetrations,



environment. Main issue is to locate the mobile sensors to give optimal coverage. Coverage concept in [4] is deterministic and the population of sensory agents is not subject to optimization. VI. R EMARKS Stationary Fixed Path Mobile Random Path Mobile Intruder



Fig. 6.



Optimization result with c = 0.4



We have presented a novel approach to the selection of heterogenous sensory agents such as stationary, fixed-path mobile, and random-path mobile sensors with respect to intrusion detection requirements. We believe that the presented framework can easily accommodate various application environments, capabilities and types of sensory agents, types of intrusion, and optimization objectives, thereby providing an approach for the systematic design of intrusion-detection systems. Currently we are investigating the generalized version of the optimization objective presented in this paper and various mathematical programming and combinatorial optimization techniques to improve algorithm. VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT The research reported in this paper was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy contract DE-AC07-05ID14517. R EFERENCES
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Optimization result with c = 0.2



and other forms of computer abuse. These approaches mainly rely on building pattern models and designing detection logics. Though conceivable, the optimization of sensor instrumentation is not emphasized in these line of research. Concepts of coverage and exposure in wireless sensor networks [10, 11] are measures of surveillance quality provided by a given sensor network. In a similar framework, [3] considers strategy of randomly throwing the batch of sensors to the field in order to achieve a certain intruder exposure level. Our approach differs in that the mobility of sensors were not considered in [3, 10, 11]. In [4], the authors present control and coordination algorithms for mobile sensor networks. Unlike art gallery type optimization problems, with controlled mobility, sensors can be located anywhere in a given polygon
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